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Grounded

Speaking out
Former Project Runway star
raises HIV/AIDS awareness

While UCF is settling in, the run
game is still an issue -SEESPORTS,A6
Career Guide
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Research is a boon for UCF
Funding offers special opportunities
MARCO FUNK
ContributingWriter

UCF isn't only a big
university - it's also a
university with a big
impact on the local economy.
More than $1 billion in
research funding came to
UCF during the past 11
years, benefitting students
and businesses with a passion for innovation.
According to M.J.

AT AGLANCE

n search proposals are
submitted than are actually funded.
"It's a hypercompetitive environment; we're
competing against the best
in the world," Soileau said.
Despite the difficulties,
the fight for funding is
well worth it. According to
Soileau,
providing
research opportunities is
critical to students' sue-

Soileau, vice president for
Research and Commercialization at UCF, funding
has been awarded to UCF
for research projects in a
wide variety of fields
ranging from energy to
information technology to
biomedical science. The
. money usually comes
from corporations, federal
agencies ;md foundations.
Competition
for
research funding is stiff.
.Four to five times more

PLEASE SEE

• More than $1 billion in research funding came to UCFoverthe last
11 years.
• Funding has been awarded to UCF for research projects in a wide
vartety offields ranging from energy to information technology to
biomedical science
• UCF is getting three to four times more research money now than
it was 10years ago.
• Local companies and firms frequently tum to UCF when in need of
research teams.
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LIFEgives
•
seniors .a
chance for
education
Program offers many classes
ANGELEMARAJ
Contributing Writer

Breaking
news on
your cell

<$ '
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On Friday, the UCF Student Union
will be hosting the third
symposium on nanoscience and
nanotechnology.The event will
take place from 9a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
and registration is required.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

GAY ADOPTION BAN
OVERTURNED BY
3RDJ>ISTRICT COURT
Florida~ strict ban on adoption by
gay people is unconstitutional
because no other group is singled
out for aflat prohibition ·by state
law, an appeals court ruled
Wednesday.
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-(C[t"was a frieild of•mine's idea," said ·
Michaef Altfield, a senior computer sci,. ~e waior. '1 wasn't into b ~ at all,''
Despi.te hi$. lack of exp~c~ with
long-distance biking, he still dec!ti~ to
start training for the 13-state trek.
"Most said I was crazy and said I
wouldn't make it," Altfield said. "My coworkers, friends and family all took bets
fo:i; when I would turn around. It gave me
motivation to prove them wrong."
To train, he rode his·brand new Raleigh
Sojourn about 79 miles at least once1 a
week on Little Econlockhatchee Trail in
~ Blanchard Park for several months before
"the:trip. .
("
·
· .,, . ~tfield had,'plilnned to make the trip
wj.th friend Quinn'Chrzan. a senior ma~
major at Georgi3i Tech he had lived in~
dorm with while.attending Southern Polx- .
techni<; State University in Georgia.
Unfortunately, nine d~ys into the trip,
· C~injured his kne~ and was unable to
continue. hHowever, Altfield was deter-

STUDENT UNION TO
HOST NANOFLORIDA
2010 SYMPOSIUM

•
•
•
•

'

~·bicycle this summer on a trip from
'. . Island, Ga., to San Francisco to raise

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

The two sixth-grade girls at
Riverview Elementary School in
Tltusville say they had to clean the
toilets Friday because someone
had written vulgar graffiti on the
bathroom stall.

,• •

~ . thousand, eigbt4uiidred''
..
itiit•s now far one "UCF student rode

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
, UCFNEWS to 44636.

MIDDLE SCHOOL
STUDENTS FORCED TO
CLEAN TOILETS

I

It's never too late-to learn. 1bat's-the message behind a program at UCF directed at
senior citizens wishing to continue their educations.
The Learning
Institute
for
Elders is a nonprofit organization for Central
Floridians who
are of retirement
age and desire to
continue learning.
'We're almost
too successful,"
LIFE board member Roy Scherer
said. "We have
nearly 400 members and a curST.JOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
rent waiting list UCF'CHELSEA
soldest students watch and take
of over 100."
notes during dass at the Student Union.
The program's
fall
semester
started Aug. 24 and will ep.d Nov. 30.
Each semester's curriculum includes a
series of work shops and presentations. The
categories are diverse and span several disciplines, including medical, today's military, science, literature and poetry, and history.
There are no stringent admission requirements for those wishing to participate in
LIFE; all that is required is an interest in continued learning and a $100 tuition payment
for the year. There are waivers available for

PLEASE SEE
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O-Team highlights UCF's welcome wagon
NICOLE MILLER
Contributing Writer

The Orientation Team,
better known as the 0Team, is looking for new
members to join their
team of diverse and dedicated students for upcoming 2011 orientations.
"Interviewers are looking for people who can
work with a team, but
whc;, can also stand out
and bring something special to the team," former
0-Team member Joshua
Wallace said.
The 0-Team was created to help facilitate
incoming
freshmen,
transfers and family by

welcoming them to the
UCF campus life.
For Alex Pratt, a ·student orientation coordinator, orientation was
intimidating, but he said
the 0-Team made his
experience at UCF more
enjoyable.
"0-Team is an experience that changes you for
the better in all parts of
your life," Pratt said. "It
gives you connections
with both faculty and students and increases your
school spirit."
Being a part of the 0Team is time-consuming
and requires a lot of comPLEASE SEE

Applications to
be part of the

Orientation

Team will be
available
Friday and are
due Oct 22.
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AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

Nanotechnology symposium
is third in annual series
Individuals are welcomed to sign up for the
informational
session
involving research in nanotechnology.
Students and local residents, as well as staff and
administration are welcomed to sign up for the
event at www.nanoflorida.org.
Discussion topics for
speakers and those in
attendance may also be
submitted.

In celebration of Homecoming 2010, The Future's presentation of UCF's

history begins with a series of memorable photos. They serve as avisual
introduction to more in-depth historical coverage of UCE
·
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The Centro/ Florida Future~ the independenr. srudentwritten newspaper at the Univel>ity of Central Aorida.
Opinions in the Furure are those of the individual
columnist and not necessaiily those ofthe editorial staff
or the University administration. All content is property
ofthe CtntrofFlarida lutweand may not be reprinted in
partorinwholev.ithoutpe,missionfromthepoblishet

NEWSROOM
407-447-4558

Editor-in-Chief
Emre Kellyx213

Women's Research Center
hosts art exhibit

CFF.editor@gmoilcom

UCF's
Women's
Research Center is hosting
an exhibit featuring
Heather Sooder's sculptings. Sooder is a Central
Florida resident.
All students and local
residents are welcome to
attend the free event. It
will take place from
Thursday to Oct. 29 from 3
p.m. to6p.m.
Located
in
the ·
Research
Park,
the
Women's Research Center
can be found at 12424
Research Parkway.

News Editors
Brandi Broxson x213
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News.CFF@gmailcom

Online News Ecfltor
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Keep local with headlines

Staff Writers

you may have missed

Kerri Anne Renzulli, Matt
Reinstetle, Gretha McCandele,
Camille Thomas, Becky Jackson,
Jessica Campbell

Miami-Dade court finds no
basis for ban on gay adoption
The ruling by the 3rd
District Court of Appeal
upholds a 2008 decision
by a Miami-Dade County
judge who found "no
rational basis" for the ban
when she approved the
adoption of two young
brothers by Martin Gill
and his male partner.
The prohibition was
first enacted in 1977 and is
the only law of its kind in
the nation, according to
court record!?,

Staff Photographers
11na Russell, Adolfo Ceballos,
Katie Dees, Kathryn Page, Michelle
Davis, Amy Simpson, Kevin Harris

Copy Editors

Padrick Brewer, Tamra Martin,
· Michelle Dendy, Adrienne Cutway

Production
Joseph Mangabat
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Editorial Adviser ,
Michelle Yoffee
MichelleY@SeminoleChronide.com

Unconventional punishment
issued to two sixth-graders
Principal
Shannon
McClutcheon
told
WKMG TV in Orlando
that the girls only wiped
the toilet seats to get rid of
some of the cleaning fluid
that spilled, and that the
unconventional punishment came after other
options failed. .
Only the two girls had
to clean up the fluid that
fell on the toilets. ·
McClutcheon says parents will be notified before
a punishment like this is,
issued again.

BUSINESS
407-447-4555

Advertising Sales Director
Adam VerCammen x204
AdamV@KnightNewspapers.com

Distribution Manager
Chris Biddulph x211
ChrisB@KnightNewspapers.com

General Manager ..
Raymond G. Bush x220
RayB@KnightNewspapers.com
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·LET US KNOW
The Future is working to
compile information about .
interesting and unique jobs
_held by students for an article that will be published
this fall
. · Ifyou feel that you or an
acquaintance have an inter__esting "job, please contact
· us. Include a first and last
name, major and year.
Please e-mail us at
News.CFF@gmailcom:-

COURTESY PHOTO ARCHIVES, SPECIALCOLLECTIONS & UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES DEPT, UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA LIBRARIES, ORLANDO

Top: President Ricnard Nixon and UCF President Charles Millican speak at graduation in June 1973.
Center: Charles Millican, the first president of UCF, looks out.from the fifth floor of the library. Construction projects can be seen surrounding the building.
Bottom left: President Hitt, as seen during his inauguration ceremony in 1992.
Bottom: An aerial view of campus during its early stages shows few central buildings jlnd large forested areas where the current student union is.

Fax: 407-447-4556
Published by Knight Newspapers
11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
·
Orlando, FL 32817
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:Scattered
clouds with the

? ISOLATED
,,;. I T-STORMS
High:90°
., Low:75°

possibility of an isolated thunderstorm developing during the afternoon. Humid.
Tonight: Partly cloudy with isolated thunderstorms possible. Humid.
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0

SCATTERED STORMS Low: 74°

Saturday .

High: ss 0
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 73°
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Biking plans for next summer in the works
FROM

Al

mined and decided to finish what he started, with
or without a companion.
Altfield's parents were
proud of his drive and his
goals but concerned
about his well-being
when they found out
Chrzan would not be
accompanying him.
"I was concerned
about his safety more
than anything else," said
his dad, Allen Altfield.
"When Quinn turned
around, he was solo, so
that made me even more
nervous for his safety."
Altfield joined up with
a group of bikers, which
helped put his family at
ease.
It was when he was
making his way through
Kansas that he met 25
other cyclists who were
riding to San Francisco,
which is where he was
also planning on finishing
the trip.
The cyclists were part of "Bike the US for MS,"
an organization that goes
on bike trips to raise
awareness for multiple
sclerosis research.
Altfield kept up with
them the remainder of the
trip by actually riding
ahead of the group. He
carried along almost 90
pounds of extra weight
while the others had their
equipment inside an RV
that traveled cross~country with them.
Having the company
of cyclists who were
familiar with the activity
worked in Altfield's favor,
especially in the Rocky
Mountains, where he realized he wasn't fully prepared.
The cyclists showed
him what changes to
make including wearing
fleece spandex, synthetic
wool socks and polyester
shirts instead of cotton to
keep him warm.

He also traded in his
flat Chuck Taylor Converse sneakers for Shimano Pedaling Dynamics
biking shoes that clip onto
the pedals.
The Rockies were not
the only set of mountains
that forced Altfield to
overcome an obstacle.
The
Appalachian
Mountain desert created·
a seemingly impossible
environment to conquer.
"It was the longest
day," said Altfield, who
underestimated
how
much water he needed
"I went into panic
mode," he said. "I thought
I was going to die. It was
probably the scariest day."
He rode 50 miles that
day uphill in the 109degree desert sun.
"I thought he was totally crazy," said friend Patti
AuBuchon, a senior civil
engineering major. "I was
wol'.rled he wasn't going
to make it. I was happy
when he did"
After 70 days of
motels, showering with
his clothes on, limited cell
phone
service,
tire
changes, a tire rotation,
$4,000, enduring extreme
temperature
changes,
almost getting run over by
truckers, losing his wallet
at the bottom of an 11,321foot mountain, hitchhiking to bike shops, lea\Ting
navigation up to · guess
work as well as temporarily exchanging his vegan
diet to vegetarian all
while promoting green
energy, he still wanted to
ride.
"I was sad," ·Altfield
said. "I wasn't ready to go
back to my old life. It just
seemed kind of boring."
He said he liked being
able to put everything
else on hold and just
enjoy nature.
,
"I can't wait to go
again," Altfield said "Seventy days is too short."
In fact, he already has

his next trip lined up.
He plans to travel from
Massachusetts to Washington and is ~terested in
getting a group from
Orlando together to join
him.
"It's an opportunity to
see the country," Allen
Altfield said. "You can't
see it from an airplane
going from some place to
another."
Aside from the experience, it's good for the
planet too. Altfield's focus
was to promote green
energy by sticking to his
vegan diet, lake clean-ups,
recycling and riding his
bike just about everywhere.
If you're interested in
biking next summer from
Massachusetts to Washington while spreading
awareness for multiple
sclerosis research, contact
Altfield
at
Michael@2guvslbiketrip.
com.

. Senior Michael Altfield
says he is eager to get
another cross-country
biking trip underway.
PHOTOS BYALEX BREWER /
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UCF fourth in state for research funds received
FROM

Al

cess. It also helps local
technology businesses and
the local economy.
Daniel Rini, president of
RINI Technologies, knows
the benefits of university
research very well. A UCF
alumnus whose bachelor's,
master's and Ph.D. degrees
in Mechanical Engineering
are all from UCF, Rini started his own business after
gaining valuable research
experience on campus.

"I was able to start the
company and win contracts from the military on
Day One, because I had just
spent years at UCF learning how to write proposals
to win research dollars," he
said.
Local businesses like
RINI Technologies gain
from
UCF's
funded
research projects in -many
more ways.
New inventions are frequently developed in campus research labs, and the

local business community
gy businesses and stuis often the first to hear
dents is the educational
about them.
aspect.
Due to its research capaResearch increases
bility, UCF is also in a posithe quality of education,
tion to assist companies
giving students real
with product development.
world experience they'll
need in order to get hired
According to Rini, busiafter graduation, accordnesses like his sometimes
turn to the university for . ing to Rini.
help, contracting researchers
"You not only learn
on campus to solve a specifhow to take classes and
get Ks on tests," Rini
ic problem.
Perhaps the most direct
said. "You learn how to
write research proposals,
advantage of university
get funded, develop
research for both technolosome new technology or
product and make it
work."
Local companies like
RINI Technologies need
people with these valuable skills, and usually
look for them at UCF
first.
The combined impact
of local companies find-

ing skilled workers and
UCF graduates staying in
Central Florida can give
the local economy a huge
boost.
Antonio Rodriguez, a
senior statistics major,
knows to value his recent
research experience.
He participated in an
undergraduate research
program in computer
vision at UCF this summer, developing imagerecognition software.
Being a part of a
research project which
included graduate as well
as undergraduate students was very useful,
according to Rodriguez.
"It felt like I was part
of a real research team; it
was kind of like an
internship," he said.
Rodriguez will be
graduating soon and

intends to highlight his
research experience on
graduate school applications.
Despite UCF's large
student population, UCF
still falls behind three
other Florida universities
in the amount of research
moneyitreceives,according to Soileau.
But UCF is getting
three to four times more
research money now
than it was-IO years ago.
Rodriguez highly recommends applying for a
research opportunity,
despite the intense competition.
Everyone should try
to get some research
experience in college, "as
long as they can handle
the crazy math jargon
that gets thrown around
every day,'' he said, ,.

O-Team experience lasts
FROM

Al

mitment.
"My life during the
summer was being an 0Teamer,'' Wallace said.
But 0-Teamers' duties
extend beyond the start
of the summer; once January arrives, members
'have a loaded schedule.
At the beginning of the
spring semester, members attend the Southern
Regional
Orientation
Workshop conference,
where they interact with
a multitude of different
orientation teams from
different universities and
learn details about orientation.
0-Teamers are also
required to take a twocredit leadership development course in the
spring where they are
educated about leadership, diversity and interpersonal communication.
At the end of the
spring semester there is a

•
•
•
•

GPA review, in which
members will have to
have maintain the minimum of a 2.7 GPA.
In addition, there is a
two-week training period
when 0-Teamers are
given presentations about
the resource offices that
UCF has to offer, learn the
process of orientation
and work on their dance
and diversity skit routines
that 0-Teamers perform
for incoming students.
During the summer,
members are responsible
for performing nightly
duties, where they spend
time with the incoming
students before the first
day of orientation, guiding students through the
UCF campus, explaining
UCF's resource offices
and informing students
what they should expect
while being at UCF
through their diversity
skit.
"For me, the best thing
during orientation is the

diversity.. skit, because
it shows students different situations that
students
usually
wouldn't see in high
school but will definitely see during college,'' former 0-Teamer Kevin Siesel said.
While being an 0Teamer, members gain
numerous benefits,
which include learning more about the
campus, as well as
yourself and _being
able to provide that
first friend to incoming students.
"Thanks to the 0Team, I see the world
through different eyes,
and I will carry this
experience with me
for the rest of my life,''
Siesel said.
Students who are
interested in applying
are required to fill out
an application, which
can be found on the 0Team's
website,
fye.sdes.ucf.edu/otea
m, or in their office
located in Howard
Phillips Hall Suite 218.
In addition t'o the
application, students
are expected to submit
a resume, obtain two
letters of recommendation, one from a
UCF faculty member,
and write three essays.
Once applications
have been received,
students will sign up
for a group interview.
If selected to continue,
students then sign up
for two individual
interviews.
· Applications will
be available starting
Friday and will be due
Oct. 22 by 5 p.m.
.
Information sessions will b e held in
the Student Union on
Oct. 5 and Oct. 19. New
m e mbers will be
announced by Nov. 29.
For more information about the 0 -Team,
e-m ail
them
at
info@ucfoteam.com
or call (407) 823-5105
and ask to speak with
one of the Student Orientation Coordinators.

---------------~---------~----------------------------~-~~--·- _______
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Partnership with UCF keeps program thriving
FROM Al

those unable to pay the
tuition fee due to fmancialhardsbip, but they are
not requested very often.
This university is not
the first establishment to
develop such an opportunity.
The Senior Resource
Alliance lists LIFE among
22 other programs for
lifelong learning in the
Central Florida area.
However, LIFE is the
only such program in
Central Florida run at a
major university that
allows participants most
of the same privileges as

any other student.
The program, sponsored by the Office of
Undergraduate Studies
and the Interdisciplinary
Studies Program, offers
members many of the
same perks that regular
students have, including
student ID cards, use of
the library and computer
labs, parking, discount
tickets to on-campus
shows and events, and
student admittance to
sporting events.
LIFE, now in its 20th
year, started because of
the efforts of Dick Tuck- ·
er, a now retired psychologist at UCF.

Applicants are accepted on a first-come, firstserved basis, so the earlier hopeful students apply,
the better chance they
have of getting in sooner.
Generally, about 50 people are admitted to the
program each year.
Fellow board member
Betty Ingham confirmed
that the largest problem
is getting through to all of
the people.
"People call me begging to be admitted," she
said. "But there's little we
can do."
However, she and
other board member Dee
Burke said they are grate-

ful for what the university is
able to provide to LIFE.
"On the plus side, the
Student
Union
goes
beyond the call of duty, and
of course we have to thank
[Preside:,;i.t] Hitt," Burke
said. "The university's
close participation is what
makes the program so
unique."
Martha Hitt, President
John Hitt's wife, is an ex-

officio member of the 2010ll LIFE executive board.
LIFE members also
enjoy interacting with
other UCF students.
"The kids at this university are the best," Burke
said. "They're very pleasant, very helpful."
"We interact with the
[general student population] really well," Ingham
said, who agreed that the

relationship was reciprocal.
Members will often
gladly help other students
with surveys and projects
that require data and enjoy
being a part of student life.
"We get the same lectures the students do,"
Burke said with a laugh,
"but none of the tests."
LIFE ~eets in the Pegasus Ballroom every Tuesday at 9:30 a.m

NSA is Coming to Your Campus
Get to know NSA.
University of Central florid a Fall
Career Fair apd Interviews
Tuesday, September 28 Interviews:
10 a.m. - 3,. p.m.
Wednesday, September 29
New Arena
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Career Services Rooms 185l and 185R
PJease bring a resume_and unofftcial transcr!pt
You already know that intelligence is vital to national security. But here's
something you may not know.
The National Security Agency (NSA) is the only agency charged with generating
intelligence from foreign signals and protecting U.S. systems from prying eyes.
Make a critical difference with wha,t you know at NSA.

CHELSEA ST.JOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The once-a-week dasses at the Student Union give the members of LIFE the chance for extended education, with topics
ranging from medicine to literature and poetry.

KNOWINGMATTERS .
Meet and Talk with Recruiters to Discover Excellent Career
Opportunities in These Fields:

•
•
•
•
•

Com puter/Electrjcal Engineering
Computer Science
Information Assurance
Mathematics ·
Foreign Language
Intelligence Analysis
C t~nalysis

•
•
•
•

»

Signals Analysis
Business Management
Finance & Accounting
Pa id Internships, Scholarships,
and Co-op
Plus other opportunities

WHERE INTELLIGENCE GOES TO WORK®

Get the free App for your camera phone
at gettag.mobi and then launch the
App and aim it at this tag.
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DCF Knights vs. Kansas State Wildcats preview

NATIONAL

SPORTS

WRAP
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BASEBALL

Running game
on both sides
will be key vs.
Kansas State

Running back Ronnie Weaver,
left, celebrating after a
touchdown on Sept. 4, is
coming off a two-touchdown
gaine vs. Buffalo. The Knights'
running game is struggling to
find consistency in Brynn
Harvey's absence.
JOSHUA C.CRUEY / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Twins dinch postseason
berth, Liriano named No. 1

CARLOS PINEDA

MINNEAPOLIS - Francisco Liriano
will get the start when Minnesota
opens the AL playoffs next month,
"He's been winging it pretty good;'
manager Ron Gardenhire said before
Wednesday's game against Cleveland.
·Liriano is 14-8 with a 3.44 ERA in 29
starts, including 6-1 in his past 10. The
left-hander will have six days' rest
between his final regular season and
first playoffstarts.
Minnesota clinched its second
straight AL Central title - and sixth in
nine years - late Tuesday. Unlike last
year, when Minnesota a tiebreaker
playoffto win the division, the Twins
can set up their rotation.
Carl Pavano is scheduled to pitch
Game 2 followed by Brian Duensing.
Nick Blackbum will be the fourth
starter ifthe Twins use a four-man
rotation.

Football beat writer

The Knights hit the road aga}n this
weekend, traveling 1,380 miles to battle against the Big 12's Kansas State.
UCF's (2-1) trip to Manhattan,
Kansas, on Saturday sets up its
first meeting against the
Wildcats (3-0).
For the first time
this season, the
Knights will kickoff
at 12:30pm.
UCF head coach
George
O'Leary
welcomes the change
of pace, preferring the day
games to night games.
''I love day games," he said ''I love
getting up, talking to the team and
going to play. I think the worst thing
in college football is hanging around
the hotel all day Saturday. That is
hard on the players and coaches:•
O'Leary said the benefits of day
games are the players getting an extra
half-day to rest
In last week's game against Buffalo, the Knights relied on the rungame late to escape with a 24-10 win.
Although redshirt junior Ronnie
Weaver is listed at third on the depth
chart, he was instrumental for the
Knights against the Bulls. Weaver
scored on carries of 14 yards and 1
yard to clinch the team's first 2010
road victory.
Developing a running game was
tough in the first half for UCF, but
O'Leary said the offense started running better in the second hal£
''In the first halt: we didn't hit the
hole like we should have. Ronnie
Weaver and Brendan Kelly ran
extremely well,'' he said "They were
downhill running and doing a lot of
things that you expect the running
backs to do:•
On t:h:e other side of the ball, the

FOOTBALL

Steelers' Dixon out Sunday;
Bucs to face Batch or Leftwich
PITTSBURGH - The Steelers'
starting quarterback Sunday at Tampa
Bay will be a player who was cut last
weekend or another who was all but
ignored during training camp.
No matter, coach Mike Tomlin said,
either Byron Leftwich or Charlie Batch
will be expected to play well enough to
win until Ben Roethlisberger returns
from his four-game suspension.
The Steelers'once quarterback-heavy
roster thinned out even more Tuesday
when Dennis Dixon was lost
indefinitely with a tom meniscus in his
left knee. Dixon is expected to have
surgery Wednesday and could go on
the injured reserve list, which would
end his season after two starts - and
two victories.
Dixon's injury turned out to be more
serious than suspected on Sunday,
when Tomlin said he could have reentered a 19-11 victory at Tennessee to
hand the ball off if necessary.
Dixon was hurt while scrambling for
21yards late in the first quarter. He
stayed in for two more plays, including
an B-yard run, then was lifted on the
next possession and didn't return.
"He planted his leg in the ground and
cut inside, and said it felt a little
unstable at that point;'Tomlin said
Tuesday. "Adrenaline and things of that
nature, particularly when it's a
nonimpact injury, it takes a while
beforeyou realize that something's
amiss~
The fear of exposing Dixon to injury
while running wasone reason he was
limited him to only a couple of carries in
the season-opening 15-9 victory over
Atlanta.
Because Leftwich still was recovering
from a sprained medial collateral
ligament in his left knee - he was cut
Saturday to free up a roster spot, tlfen
returned on Monday- Batch played
the final three quarters at Tennessee. It
was Batch's first extensive game action
since 2007.
Batch was the No. 4 quarterback
during voluntary workouts and training
camp and received almost no work
with the starters before playing against
Tennessee. If Leftwich hadn't gotten
hurt in the final exhibition game Sept
2, Batch might have been cut.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Eason's honors highlight early-season title
MIKE BALDUCCI
Sports Editor

If Greg Eason is any
indication of the Knights'
new recruiting class, UCF
looks to be in pretty good
shape.
Eason, the freshman
from Leicestershire, England, led the Knights to a
title in the Adams Cup of
Newport on Tuesday. The
team's win came in just the
second tournament of the
season. Eason won the
individual title with a 2under 214.
The Knights (4-over
868) finished with a sizable
14-stroke lead over secondplace West Florida. The 36mile per hour winds were
easy to handle for the England native, and his wind
gives him team exemptions for the rest of the fall
season.
"Second college start
and he's already won a golf

tournament," head coach
Bryce Wallor said. ''We
played in extremely high
wind conditions ... and it
was certainly a perfect golf
course for someone with
his background"
Senior Nuno Henriques
tied for fourth with sophomore Reid Martin, posting
a3-over.
Wallor previously said
Henriques had a potential
semester-ending injury,
but Henriques was able to
compete, makingit his first
match of the season.
The Rhode Island trip
was a return for Wallor,
who competed at the University of Rhode Island as
part ofthe Ram's golf team
from 1993-98.
JuniorConnorArendell
continued his strong year
with a 17th-place finish,
coming off a title last week
at the Wolf Run Intercollegiate in Zionsville, Ind
"[Connor] is such a

COURTESY UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND ATHLmcs

Led by freshman Greg Eason's individual championship, the Knights picked up their first team title of the season.

hard worker," Wallor said
"He's taken the right stance
into improving his weaknesses. ... His technique
continues to improve."

Wallor now has three
titles under his belt as the
Knights' head coach dating
back to UCF's victory at
last year's Rio Pinar Invita-

tional in Orlando. Wallor's
recruiting class, which
includes Eason, is also
PL£ASESEE OCTOBER ON AB
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Vdde hopes to bring a1ittle bit ofFla. to Latvia
SEAN SIMON
..

Volleyball beat writer

Making the transition
from a capital city to Orlando isn't uncommon on the
volleyball team. Brittanie
Wallace made the move
from Austin, Texas. Dani
Harrison moved from Tallahassee. Nichole Reidel is
from Denver.
Evija Vtlde, however,
transferred from the capital
of Latvia.
Not quite the same transition issues as her teammates.
Hailing from Riga, the 6foot-1-inch sophomore hit
the ground running from
the start
: When she arrived in
Orlando' for school, it was
only her second visit to the
United States. She had to
quickly adjust to her new
learn., home and language
)Vi.th only a few weeks of
practice before the start of
iastseason
: Despite being fluent in
six languages, Vtlde's English was rusty. She learned
fast, as her outgoing personality and humor was
~ways leading to her asking questions and discussing culture with teammates.
_ On the court, Vtlde
llourished and was named
) season opener starter. She
,:-ecorded 10 kills, five digs,
fflld four block assists and
hasn't looked back. The
outside-hitter was one of
four Knights to play in all
30 matches last season
: Originally a tennis play.er, the southpaw decided
"She wanted to try team
sports in high school Her
father, Raimonds, an
Olympic volleyball silver
medalist and coach, convinced her to try volleyball
and continues to be her ·
mentor.
''He was always coming

CfF ARCHIVE

Evija Vilde, left, has been a key member ofthe young Knights volleyball squad.The sophomore, who moved to Orlando from Riga, Latvia, has had a mostly smooth transition to America.

to my games, would tell me
what I did wrong and how
to improve myself,'' Vtlde
said. "I can call hun on
Skype and talk about Veilleyball to calm me down." ,
Vtlde is studying hospi- ·
tality management and
says the strong program at
UCF is part of the reason
she chose the school Her
interests in the area of
tourism were sparked by
her love of traveling and a
desire to bring friendlier
service back home.
"'Ibe people here are all
so friendly and even
strangers say hello," said

Vtlde. "In Latvia we don't
say 'hi' if we don't know
·each other because they
would look at you really
awkward.''
Before matches Vtlde
prepares herself with tunes
and hair tying.
"I listen to music to
pump myself up, but the
girls don't like it because
it's dance and techno
music," said Vtlde. "It's
very popular in Europe and
I like to listen to techno
remixes of popular songs
before games."
Vtlde also ensures that
her hair stay up in bun or

a

braided for good luck.
Vtlde is one of only two
Knights who have played in
every set this season She is
ATTACKING
currently second in team
12 matches played
kills, ranked at No. 16 in
9 matches started
Conference USA She has
121 kills
also been named to two all- ·
320 total attempts
tournament teams this sea4assists
son
When asked ifthere was
BLOCKING
something she could bring
3 blocked shots
from Florida to Latvia,
12 blocked assists
Vtlde paused to think
.34 blocks per set
before answering with a
smile. "Free refills, palm
trees, and warm weather da can bring all of it to
because we don't have any Latvia."
of those," said Vtlde. "FloriThe Knights open C-

EVALUATING EVIJA

DIGS

41 digs
.93 digs per set

POINTS
144points
3.27 per set
UCFRECORD
7-Soverall
1-2home,2-1away,4-2neutral

USA play Thursday and
Friday against Marshall in
Huntington, WYa.
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Sports briefs

Nall earns C-USA
Defensive honors
Coming off a career
game against Buffalo~
defensive end Darius Nall
was named Conference
USA Defensive Player of
the Week.
The junior racked up
nine tackles - three for a
loss ~ and had two sacks
in the Knights' 24-10 win
over the Bulls, Saturday.
Nall also created a
hurry that led to defensive
end Bruce Miller's interception
Nall now has 15 tackles
and three sacks for the
year.. liis feats have led the
Knightsto,T op 20 ~fs in
total defense, _/Scoring
defense, passing defense
and passing _ efficiency
defense.·
His play will be crucial
in containing Kansas

State's running game, Saturday.

Pre-game festivities highlight
Knights vs. Blazers next week
Before Wednesday's
nationally televised against
UAB, Remove Before
Flight will perform outside
Bright House Networks
Stadium.
The band, known for
their
UCF-themed
"KnightMare," will begin
at 6 p.m., following a pep
rally and wing-eating contest at IOA Plaza.

Reis,Jewell earn (-USA Player
of the Week titles
Junior goalkeeper Aline
Reis was named Conference USA Defensive Player of the Week, and sopho~
more forward Ti~hia

Jewell was given Offensive
honors.
This is Reis' sixth time
being named the Defensive Player of the Week
and Jewell's first Oflensive
Player of the Week award.
Jewell was also named to
TopDrawerSoccer.com's
National Team of the·
Week, which makes her
the fourth Knight named
to the team in two years.
Reis had 14 saves in the
Arizona Tournament and
made four in overtime vs.
Atjzona.
.
Jewell racked up give
pomts against Arizona
State. She also scored two
go~ and an assist against
the Sun Devils.
jihe Knights will open
C-l!JSA play Friday vs, East
Catolina at 7 p.m. at home.

I

CHARLIE RIEDEL / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Kansas State running back Daniel Thomas has rushed for 552 yards and six touchdowns so far this Sfason.

'

October slate inclu~es
Thomas_spearheads
West Coast 'and Isleworth

run-heavy Wildcats

FROM A6

highlighted by Kyle Wtlshire, Han Kim and
local product Hojin Kang.
The Knights' next tournament is Oct.10
at the Prestige in PGA WEST in California.
The Knights will face off against USC,
Stanford, Washington and Long Beach
State as well as other top West Coast programs.
UCF's most prestigious event of the fall
season, however, is at the Isleworth Collegiate Invitational on Oct. 24-26 in nearby
Wmdermere.
The Invite, hosted by Texas Tech,
includes top-tier programs Stanford, Arizona, Texas, LSU, Tennessee, Oklahoma
State, Florida and other Big 10 and SEC
studs.

FROMA6

I

COURTESYUCF AT~LETICS

Junior Connor.Arendell coptinued his strong 2010 year with
a top-20 finish at the Adaips Cup of Newport.
I

Knights defense will have
· a tough task in containing
Wildcats running back
Daniel Thomas. Through
three games, the s~or has
rushed for 552 yards and
six touchdowns.
"It's going to be a good
challenge," said redshirt
junior defensive end Darius Nall, who was named
the Conference USA
Defensive Player of the
Week. 'We're looking forward to it."
Last week against Iowa
State, · the Kansas State
offense threw the ball 12
times, while the running
game racked up 50 combined touches, with
Thomas carrying the ball a
career-high34timesfoi:181
yards.
Thomas averages 184
yards per game on the
ground. He will go up
against a UCF defense that
has given up 128.7 rushµlg
yards per game in 2010. ;
"He is very good, and
they do a great job blocking for him," O'Leary said
of Thomas. "He is a tough
runner. I hope he is not
going to be a lot of fun to
watch. We have to close
and wrap up on tackles.

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
RUNNING AROUND

'The Wildcats have rushed at least
50 times in two of their three
games this season.
QUALITY UNDER CENTER

Kansas State senior q4arterback
Carson Coffman,who was a
backup his three previous years,
has completed nearly 65 per~nt
, of his passes and throw~four ·
touchdowns in 2010. :,
GOOD DECISION

,

The Wildcats are happy they
didn't stick running back Daniel
Thomas at his original'PQsition:
quarterback. After Thomas,who

was a QB at Northwest
Mis,s)ssippi Community College,
transferred to Di\lision I, head
coacry Bill Snydernoted Thomas'
weak arm and stuck him at RB
and never looked back.
ROUGH ROAD AHEAD

Ifthe Knights deliverthe way
they hope,the next three weeks
could;pose a tough challenge for
the Wildcats.After the UCF game,
Kansas State will get avisit from
No.6 Nebraska, then head to
Lawrence to play Kansas. Two
weeks later,they get Oklahoma
State at home.

1

What I see is eve& team .
missing a lot of'. tackles
because ofhis ability."
.
When the Wildcats do
pass the ball, they go to
Brodrick Smith, who
already has three touchdowns on the year.
Thomas; No. 8, is mirrored on the other side of
the ball by another No. 8:
Stephen Harrison. Harrison ranks in the top 10 in
the Big 12 in passes;defended.
The Wildcats' defense,
which usually runs a zone,

doesn't blitz often and
mostly rushes four. Their
line does give up 176 yards
per game on the ground,
which could be a sight for
sore eyes considering the
Knights' recent running
back troubles.
Alex Hrebeck, a jµnior,
leads the team in tackles,
and, combined with Prizell
Brown, is part of a formidable front seven
•
The game in the .I,.ittle
Apple concludes the nonconference portion of the
schedule for the Knights.
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12:30PM

Game Day Specials
(during all College and NFL games)
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Home of the 60oz. Moat Draft Bucket- $7.99
$3 24oz. Domestic Drafts
$3.50 Loaded ~oronas and Jack & Coke
4250

ALAFAYA TRAIL SUITE

100

(UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER)

(407) 542 4983
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'Easy .N puts new spin on spreading rumors
MATT REINSTELE

EasyA

Columnist

Gossip: It can make or
break you in high school
High school gossip mostly consists of two things:
Either what someone has
said about someone, or who
is having sex with whom. In
Olive Penderghast's case,
her sex life is what her classmates are gossiping about

--If

II campus apartments•

****·

Director: Will Gluck
Stars: Emma Stone, Penn Badgley,
Amanda Bynes, Lisa Kudrow, Stanley
Tucci, Thomas Haden Church
Out now

behind her back, even
though Olive has no sex life.
Easy A gets put toward

the top of the class because
it benefits from strong dialogue, an Oscar-nominated
supporting cast and a sense
of self-awareness not often
seen in typical high school
comedies.
Easy A is about Olive,
played by Emma Stone
(Zombieland), a girl that is
unnoticed by her school's
social hierarchy until
rumors spread that she lost

her virginity to a kid in
community college.
But it's all a lie. Olive
made up the story to
explain to her best friend
why she didn't want to go
camping with her and her
nudist parents.
Unfortunately,
the
school's student Christian
authority figure (Amanda
Bynes) hears this in the
bathroom,. spreads the
rumor and turns Olive's
'adultery into her new
cause.
Olive
instantly
· becomes noticed, then
infamous, when she stages
having sex with a gay
friend to make him look
straight, thus ending his
· harassment
1bis also ties into their

class reading The Scarlet
Letter, and Olive is the
new Hester Prynne, even
sewing a scarlet "K' on her
clothes.
Scarlet Ks may not be
typical in modem day
high school, but how
quickly rumors spread in
the Facebook-era is spot
on In a matter of minutes,
the whole school knows
the latest news. But often
the news gets altered, just
like a giant game of telephone back in kindergarten
What is refreshing
about the film is that it
knows it's a high school
drama much in the 80's
style of John Hughes.
There are several Hughes
references throughout the

ftlm and even a few jokes
about how the story plays
out
Stone's performance is
magnified by the presence
of three Oscar-nominated
actors: Stanley- Tucci,
Patricia Clarkson and
Thomas Haden Church.
While they help the
story overall, Tucci and
Clarkson's roles as Olive's
parents feel unrealistic.
They sometimes come off
more as older friends than
parents.
But this can be ignored
when there are so many
good things going on in
this film.
Easy A is accessible
and enjoyable for everyone in a genre that can be
often one-dimensional

CAMPusl

( CROSSINGS
acampus apartments camuily
STUDENT COMMUNITY

ADAM TAYLOR/ SCREEN GEMS

Amanda Bynes, top, and Emma Stone star in Easy A, a new take on the dramas of high school.

Looking for a

JOB

I

io Engin~ering, Science,

Technology or MatJI~

Collle to HENAAC's FREE Career·and Grad -F air
Disney's Coroµado Springs Resort
1000 W. Buena Vista Dr. Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830, Veracruz Exhibit Hall

October 9, 2010
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Get hired on the spot! Don't miss your opportunity to meet & interview with any of the
following companies:
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• Partial Listing of Sponsors

Just bring your Resume and ID for Admittance!!
For more information and complete list of sponsors visit: www.greatmindsinstem.org
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An easy-to-make meal with arustic feel ~LASSIFIED~
My roommate recently
asked me to help her in
preparing a meal for her
malnourished and overworked boyfriend.
I, of course, jumped at
the opportunity, because I
love to teach (and feed)
people.
When I inquired what
typeofdishshewantedto
do, her response was not
an actual dish, but three
important specification: 1)
Bulk 2) Comfort 3) Rustic.
Yes, rustic.
She really wanted the
down-home element to
shine through. We agreed
on the ultimate homecooked comfort food:
spaghetti and meatballs.
One of my favorite
chefs, Mario Batali, says
that one of the biggest

For the sake of being
college friendly, use jarred
tomato sauce. This is a
huge timesaver.

Spaghetti
DANIEL RALLEO
Columnist

mistakes people make
when preparing this dish ·
is ladling the sauce over
the pasta and eating it
Rather than spooning
sauce over past~ it is best
to cook the sauce and
pasta together so that
they successfully become
one. Pasta is like a sponge;
and what better way to
getgreatflavorthanto
allow the pasta to absorb
the tomato sauce?

Boil one pound of
spaghetti in hot water for
three minutes. I choose to
use angel hair because it
is the thinnest and softest
Drain angel hair pasta
and combine with three
cups of jarred tomato
sauce in a saute pan until
mediumheat
Now, to the meatballs.
It's as simple as combing
all of the ingredients in a
bowl and mixing. I'm not
big on measuring things,
but for this recipe, it is
important because you
are not able to taste the
meatballs before they are

cooked (unless you want
to get sick).

Meatballs
l lb ground chuck
l lb lean ground beef
1 cup breadcrumbs
1/4 cup grated parmesan cheese
1/4 cup fresh chopped
basil
2eggs
2 tsp. black pepper
2 tsp. salt

Mix all ingredients
together and form into
meatballs.
·
Place in a 350-degree
oven for 30 minutes, more
or less depending on the
size.
Serve meatballs over
angel hair pasta with grated parmesan cheese.

Conference raises HIV awareness
FROM A9

cent of those infected with
the disease are between
the ages of 13 and 24,''
Kawata said.
· 'The
conference's
theme, "Many Faces, One
Voice,'' was meant to communicate the 'immense
economic, geographic and
ethnic diversity found in
Central Florida
"With approximately
one half of Orlando's population composed of ethnic minorities - making it
one of the most diverse
regions in the nation COURTESY JACKMACKEN ROTH
Central Florida's commu- Along with participating in HIV awareness events, Mackenroth is also a
nities reflect those hardest menswear designer, model and swimmer.
hit by the HIV/AIDS epidemic since it began,'' discussed
President the ways that the AffordKawata said.
Barack Obama's adminis- able Care Act will benefit
Also in an effort to tration's efforts to combat HIV/AIDS patients, advospeak up, U.S. Secretary of the AIDS epidemic in the cates and providers.
Health and Human Ser- U.S., including the Nation"I believe that if we can
vices Kathleen Sebelius .a l HIV/AIDS Strategy and take the passion and dedi-

I

SATURDAY, SEPT 25, 2010
DANA & CHARLIE BLACK
11:30AM -1:00PM

SOUTHERN SATISFACTION
1:30PM - 3:00PM

- SWIN61N MEDALLIONS
3:30PM - 5:00PM

THE SUBDUDES
5:30PM - 7:30PM

HEIDI NEWFIELD
FORMERLY OF TRICK

PONY

8:OOPM - 9:lOPM

- - GREAT EATS / ORI KS / FOOTBALL
PET-FRIENDLY

Area food favorites including Paul Gant's world-famous pulled pork and
festival foods including BBQ chicken, shaved ice, desserts·and more!
College Football Game Day tent with Big-Screen TV's

Get your pet out of the apartment (or your parent's house)
and onto the beach! Gulf County's top-ranked beaches,
pristine bay and PoJoLive are all pet-friendly.

To learn more about the bands, you can listen
to music clips, view photos and read bias at:

www.POJOMUSIC.coM

cation in this room, addsupport from government
at all levels, and ·d irect it
rowards the programs and
interventions we know
make the biggest difference in people's lives, we
will regain the momentum
we have lost and move forward once again towards
the day when the last
bomb has fallen and we no
longer have to fear this disease," Sebelius said
Alongside
Sebelius,
Mackenroth remains optimistic about the disease.
''This is a hopeful time.
There are a lot of treatment options now," Mackenroth said. "Get with a
physician you can trust
and be open with your
health and just be proactive. If you are in need of a
support system, there are a
lot out there, especially on
the Internet"

Place and view ads online anytime at:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

Democracy is
viable at UCF
I

have been going to UCF
for a year now. While it
has been my pleasure to
be a part of the student community, I've seen much that
is wrong with how UCF is
run.
Although there are now
more than 53,000 students
attending UCF, they have virtually no say in how their
campus and classes are
administered.
When students do speak
out, the administration routinely ignores their concerns.
Even when students have
massed to push measures
through an all too obstinate
student government, they
have more often than not
found their voices
stonewalled or simply overruled at the whim of a handful of overpaid administrators.
Even in the few domains
that students theoretically
have control of, the administration holds the right to
overrule their decisions,
making student governance
an obscene mockery of petty
personal politics and pizzafueled elections.
I'm sure many of you
wonder why you should care
about this.
It's not just because of the
very real concerns of how
much you should pay to go
to classes, to park on campus, and whether your campus organization can effectively build upon your
classroom experiences.

THOMAS HELLINGER
SGA Senate Candidate

UCF is a small municipality unto itself.
Furthermore, it is a community of those just starting
their careers and adjusting to
the wider world as citizens.
Our experiences here will
develop our world views.
What we are being taught is
to have a jaded and distrustful attitude towards our ability to build democratic governance.
We are being taught that
corporate speech is more
important than our speech,
that we are too incompetent
to handle democratic responsibility and that the labor of a
community is to be exploited
by those with wealth and
power, rather than used to
enrich the community that
struggled to develop that
wealth in the first place.
Titls kind of world that is
being dictated to us is not the
world I want to live in.
I want to prove that we
can build a society where
democracy is not an empty
platitude but a real and
viable way of life.

I believe that we can do
this, not with hyperbolic
rhetoric or partisan ax-grinding, but with the burning
energy and idealism of
youth.
Even while I have witnessed the childish drama of
student government, I have
also seen Democrats and
Republicans be friendly and
disagree peacefully.
I have seen our Student
Government Association
nearly unanimously declare
that bigotry against transsexuals is unconditionally
wrong. I have even witnessed communists and libertarians agree on substantive issues.
In short, I have seen more
adult-like behavior from
"kids," than I have seen from
supposed adults like Keith
Olbermann and Glenn Beck.
I can't see why we can't be
relied upon to build a better
UCF when our behavior outshines that of some of the
most influential Americans.
Remember this on Monday, when you see the
inevitable pizza-based
bribery and infantile plots to
damage the campaigns of
rivals. You have an opportunity to change this and to
build an alma matter that
you can be proud to call your
OWIL

Thomas Adriaan Hellinger
is running for College of Com-

puter Science and Engineering
Senate Seat 4.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publicatioo,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; v,e may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFforidaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447.-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

OUR STANCE

Temper your
pride in UCF
I

n the Sept. 3 issue of
World Report.
The Chronicle Review, a
An unyielding love for
weekly magazine from
your university could elimiThe Chronicle ofHigher Edu- nate the chance that you
connect with members outcation, Hollis Robbins
explores the idea of obsess- , side of your alma mater, too.
ing over one's alma mater.
Robbins addresses this
She approaches the topic predicament in her column
from the perspective of
asking, ''What about those
someone who has dated a
members of our society shut
man obsessed with his alma out from the four-year-college experience? What
mater.
We approach the topic as about community colleges
student journalists who will and commuter schools?
spend a large portion of
What about night-school or
their time questioning the
returning or international
decisions made by the unistudents?"
versity they attend.
Being able to app reciate
all types Qf individuals is
W~ feel it is healthy to
question and critique your
important.
Perhaps the most critical
school, as students and as
alumni, for multiple reasons. asp ect of the h'.ow much
school spirit is too much
Blind love and appreciation for anyt:hmg is a danconcept is the attention it
takes away from the main
gerous game. How are you
to hone your critical thinkgoal of college, which is to
ing skills if you don't praceducate its students. One of
the main goals of large-unitice them?
versities is t o make money.
Using these skills will
As a student, though,
help you dissect the world
your main objective should
outside ofUCF that you'll
be learning as much as poseventually have to navigate,
sible while attending colwhich will probably include
political scandals, confusing lege.
Understanding the
mortgages and demanding
important concepts of your
bosses.
field will matter more than
Also, everyone benefits
how many football games
from a dose of healthy critiyou went to as a student.
cism, including a university.
There are some positive
Understanding what
does and does not work will outcomes from devotion to
your college.
help UCF continue ranking
You'll likely b~ happier
as on e of the best national
on campus if you love your
universities on the prestischool, which would also
gious list from U.S. N ews &

•
•

,I

C
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make you more enjoyable to
b e around in classes and at
social events.
A naturally sunny disposition could help you make
more friends and future
contacts, which are necessary in a world that values
networking.
Networking is a crucial
step in securing a job in our
society today. Becoming an
active member of your
alumni association could
provide meet-and-greet
opportunities.
It would allow you to
network with professionals
that you might not run into
on a daily basis.
Just make sure not to
alienate yourself while
meeting others.
You should avoid being
like the main character in
Robbins' column. who is a
man so obsessed with his
alma matter he was unable
to connect with anyone who
did not attend Harvard.
His obsession lead to the
end of his first marriage and
cost him his relationship
with the author.
We aren't saying you
should hold rallies on all of
the things you hate about
UCF. That isn't likely to win
you friends or future job
contacts.
It is a good idea to keep
an open mind about your
alma mater, though, since
UCF, like all of us, isn't perfect.

NATE BEELER / THE WASHINGTON EXAMINER

Distracted driving
reason for road rage
stuff a Big Mac down
Cars tailgating, headyour throat or get that
lights flashing, middle
last spoonful of frosty
fingers flying, foul words.
out of your cup.
If this doesn't paint the
Drivers who can't
scene of road rage, then I
decide on a radio station,
don't know what does.
give it up already. What
The issue of road rage
song is playing over your
is becoming a major one,
car speakers should be
especially in Florida
the least of your worries.
-Jn a July article, it was
stated that Florida drivJORDAN SWANSON , Don't let seeking through
Guest Columnist
the stations or a CD be
ers (drivers in Miami in
particular) had the dubithe cause of a traffic
ous "honor'' recently bestowed
accident.
Drivers who don't use their turn
.upon them in the road rage survey
by AutoVantage, naming South
signals: Start. Is it really that physically demanding to push the turn
Florida the road rage capital of the
U.S. for three of the past four years. signal lever up or down? When
Now what does that say about
drivers don't use their signal and all
the people of South Florida? Nothof a sudden slani on their breaks to
ing good, that's for sure.
turn, not only is it upsetting to the
driver behind them, it's also an easy
I don't really want to take a side
on this issue because quite frankly
way to get rear-ended Not many
people .follow the two-second rule,
both parties are in the wrong.
Those displaying road rage
so put on that blinker or be prepared to leave your car in the shop
shouldn't be going to the extent
that they are because they can't
for reconstructive surgery of the
contain their anger. And those who back end in the near future.
are causing others to be enraged on
And for those whose blood
the road shouldn't be texting and
starts to boil after noticing one of
eating while driving, or whatever
the previously described drivers on
the street: Hold back that anger. It's
else they do to distract themselves
not worth sky-rocketing your
from doing anything but driving,
that results in upsetting the
blood pressure over the careless
motorists around them.
actions of other drivers. It's also
not good to get so upset with
To put an end to this "road rage
someone on the road that you yell
capital" streak that has taken over
the reputation of South Florida.
threats at them or even get out of
your car in the middle of the road
change will be required from both
parties.
to confront them.
Drivers who text and try to operI know it's easier said than done
to just ignore the fact that someone
ate their vehicle at the same time:
Stop. It is impossible for someone to almost ran you off the road
because they were texting, but try.
simultaneously pay attention to the
road and the cars around them
People don't need to be threatening one another on our roads. ·
while texting. End of story.
So drivers, to put it simplYi stop
Drivers who are so extremely
hungry that they must eat in their
practicing distracted driving, use
cars, stop. There is no excuse for
your turn signals and don't lose
eating while driving. If you forgot
your temper over a fellow
motorist's poor driving habits. It's
to eat before work or class, then
that's your fault. Don't put other
time Florida dropped its road rage
drivers' lives at risk by trying to
reputation once and for all.

MAN ON THE STREET
THE

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

'If you use Craigslist,
what do you use it for?'

ERIN HUNTLEY

BECKY SMITH

LUKE HOLLIDAY

Sophomore, studio art

Freshman, pre vet

Freshman, nursing

"I've used it to buy a TV, rip
stick, skateboard and a hammock."

"I bought my car on Craigslist."

ASHLEY BAUTISTA

TIM TRAN

Junior, marketing

Post bachelor, pre-med

"Lately, I've been looking at it
for apartment listings."

"I sell my books on it."

"Iuse it to find jobs."·

JACKSON ANTOINE
Junior, applied math

"Looking for jobs."

•,
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 I:Iigh Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 am.-5p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
rr:,:, HELP WANTED:

I~ General

A'Wf!!!inOO Spats Biz! $1 OOK+

1-q, payi"gAviaoon Mamlncn:e
Career. FAA<W(Mld ptgan.
Fram ai:l if cµiifiej- Housrg

Spatsfa'ls, we a-e pa1ner'rg

expefience, (OC0)5006816
www.~ c o m

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

VERY REASONABI.E RATESII

LP to 00%? We Ca, HELP! Gal
~fora FREE Coosulalion!

(888)496,3167 Ra1ed "A"with1he
BBB!

I~

Part-Time

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Prep:,:Joks.com FREE Snr1s are
maled to fits! 50 peq:Ae woo visit
Prep:,:)oks, cfK:k CorildJs,
provide usemane a-d OODE:
crtnla10 i n ~ Box.
Please provide Shrt Size.

jllofessiol 181s to teach
weekends. hlmedia1e
openings! Email resume

KimKen1gan@ElalbzlonlJSA..

com

l'vlerdie's Frozen Yog..,rt
is OON ~ b' i1s Wnter Park
~kx:almqierrgil
Cxlooer: E-mal resune a-d
dayhli!;jlt avaia:ilityto
~@menches..

(877)994-9004

DRIVERS-ASAP! Nem Pay
~ ! 37-43 q:rn Fuel 8cnJs LP il 4q:rn! Need COL-A & 3 rro&
rea,rn om (877)~ www.-

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE
RECEIVE $1000 GROCERY
COUPON UNITED BREAST
CANCER FOUNDATION Free
MaTm::garns, BreastQrrer lnb
www.l.tx;f.ilb FREETCNli"g, Tax

melilnlruck.com

Cle;i,dlil, Non-Rur,ers

Pa:epa:I, (888~.

Rooms avail for SBlior or
gradualestudent in imrnawale
a.'2 home near UCF. $400mo. + W
util. No pets please. Avail. asap.
C811407-709al98.

BARTENDERS WANTED.
~ a day potential. l\b
Experierre Neoossofy. Traiirg
Provaed. ftffi 18 + OK
8'.0-965-6520 ext 107

-

BURIED IN CREDIT
CARD DEBT?

rrs YOUR MONEY! l..i.rrp sums
pai:l for stn.dJ.Jed setllernent or
fixed ITTtity ~

~ . rq,J)!¥)U1s. CallJ.G.
WenlY.orth. {866)2948772. A+ l:7J
1he EletEt'BJsiless BseaJ
ratrg.

Room for rent n m tune i,
Asttgiln Park. Nem a-d deal. 5
rms from LCF. Qjet CXlITTTU1ty,

a\001rafoc. ~ ~
wreless, arxl ,:xemi.m cable.

Ha..JSTICS SPORTS COACHING
'TorfUll.re ~ &
~AtHeles&Artist"

$495,troUlllrd.

Cal407~85

Ar1tusrrh:t@y.roo.com

$1..awsLitCash$~.

We can Save YOU THOUSANDS of Dorla,s & Help YOU Ellmlnate y

Wcili'g b' a ~ seltlement? Get

Gash NOW! lDNest Fees! Fa51
Awoval! (888)495,8931

RATED 'A' WITH THE BBB! Lower your payments!Stop Ha

NEW l'bv.oo'.j SAWMIUS-

1..urtlerMa!e-Pro ha-des bgs 34"
dcmeler, m1s ooards '2S' wi:te.
. Aak:matedcµd<~

NATIONALARMS SHOW GUN
SHOW SEPT 25-26 SAT. 9-6 &

SUN.106ATLANTAEXPO

roeases efficiercy LP to 40%!

CENTER (3650JONESBORO RD
SE) EXIT #55 OFF ~285

www.Norv..oodSavJrr.CXJIT1l300N
(OC0,001-7746 Ext300N

BUY MOUNTAIN LAND NOW!
La.Yest prices e\€11 N.C. llr}OOl7
City 2.5a:res, ~ views,
pa-,ed roa:f. ~ allilu:le. Easiy
oo::essille, sedu:led. $45,000.
ONnermti'"g: (OC0)810-1590
www.wilck:all<n:o.rom
STUDENT SPECIAL
l3ral:l reN FU.l.size maltress set
$169. Freefrane. QUEEN
maltress 1115 oox $189. Whle
q.ai1ities la&. Cal 407-484-1182

GcNerrment Sponsored Pn::gam
SlqrtYOU' EIEaricBil MJS!Be
AHooleONner, (No
Renlsrs) Get a $3,000.001aX
aecit - al11 Cal 1(877)791-<!142

BUY.SELL-TRADE INFO:
($3)927-8176

WEDDING PlAI\NNG
CERTIFICATION~

NOV. 13TH-14TH

,-

Crowne Plaza Orla1do
Seats aeflling ~fast
Reserle yol.lStoday!
www.~.org

CALUM McLELLAN

- (305) 304-5090

real estate auctions
.

,__

Florida Home Auctions Sep 21 - Oct 8
Nominal Opening Bids
from$1,000

For details, see

williamsauction.com

- Affordable Individual &
Group Sessions
- Will Come to YOU!

ARE YOU READY
TO COMPETE
WITH THE BEST?

RateB

Rate(

$9

$}3

$}9

$6

$9 ,

$}3
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5
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©l Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
t hat every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
t hrough 9 with no
repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

4
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 A teaspoon,
maybe
5 It may involve
splashing
9Old hat
14 Quechua
speaker
15 Return from the
Alps?
16 Sticky resin used
in paint
17 Hot quaff
18 Love god
19 "Thelma and
l.Duise"car
20 "Oh, yeah?"
23_manual
24 Canadian
sentence
enders?
25 Start using
28 H igh degree
29 Prone
33 "Carnival of
Harlequin"
surrealist
34Angler's
accessory
35 Silas Mamer,
e.g.
36 "Oh, yeahr
41 t>arden bulb
42 Stiarp ridge
43 Repose
44 Joumey
46 Merit badge org.
49 Quarterback's

cry
50 'Time in a pool
51 Willow tree twig
53 "Oh, yeah ...•
58 Virile one
60 Cranny's partner
61 First name in
Indian music
62 Church chorus
63 Tackle box item
64 Mars counterpart
65 Opinion giver
66 Cravings ~
67 Word with cheap
or bike

..POWN
1 Unearths
2Assault

By ,John Pounders

3 Homered, say
4 Thirsty
50verseas
netwol1<, with
"the"
6 Polis leader?
7 Commandment
pronoun
8 H iker 's stopover
9 Rustic ways
1O Jessica of "Sin
City"
11 People-wary, as
a horse
12 Tul1<. neighbor
13 Byrnes of '77
Sunset Strip"
21 Dreaming,
perhaps
22 Not just a
26 Space
27 Seaside
30 1969 Super Bowl
31 Colony dweller
32 Secure, as a
ship's line
33 Ttck cousin
34Whole
alternative
35 Falling star
36 Allergic reaction
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Last issue solved
37 Place to see
grass skirts
38 Poorty planned
39 Bank offerin g, for
short
40 Powder container
44 Animation
45 For all to see
46 Nativeof NE
India
47 Pitcher known as
"TomTenific"

48 Escape_
SO Crowded
52 Valuable violin
54"You _ ?"
55 Pout
56 Conceived, as
an idea
'57 Barely manages,
with "our
58 Muslim's duty
59 Source of lean
meat

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

(866)742-1373
www.1booa-classi1ie.com.

- Experience in Pro Baseball

Rate A

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

NOTICE: Calrgtis rurberwll
stt'ject}OU to HUGE saw-gs a,
slale'Mde ~ il over 100
newspapers. M,,ertisirg Nav.o1<.5
of Fl:ma, Put us il v.oik for You!

-(.S.C.S. Certified

~
!f)OOHJJfflffC ro~N3& HOOS

First issue:
Each addl issue:

1

&lied n Dett? Wirt to save
Tt'x:ll.sn:ls & Eirmale YOU' Debt

e..biux1 Modelng seeks

Heat &p,t JOBS. Reajyil l'.IJl1<?
3 week axaeialEf:l pogam.
Ha-us a, envirrmen1.
Nalia)Wde certifcatia,s a-d l..oca
Joo Pla:ementAssisax;e!

B
B
B
B

700 Worship

DELETED AND MISSING FILES

actooi, or makeup artislry.

l\b expefience Reqired Wi 1rai1.
Cal NON 877-405-1078 ext NT

600 Traver

COMPUTERS, SPYWARE
REMOVAL, Olia rro,vayfor

amen! orformer models,

BaJ1Erder Needed ean $25().tlay

350
37S
400
S00

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Announcements
A

for VIRUSES, SLCJ,/1/

www.BestFREEmal.com

rn':i HELP WANTED:
~

325

BARRON IT SERVICES: CALL
FORA FREE QlXJTE
(386)566-7950Carµrter~

Make Ex1ra Money! Get Pao to
Srop 01-l.i1e. Stred, YOU'
adget. save$$$.Get Gash
Bock a-d Ean GamissKJns.

w/Tmker REQD. D.istn:i'g
pay & Benefis! Cal a re:n.rer
TODAY! (877)4840042
www.oaldeytrmsportcom

om DriversW<llta':!- Fooctgooe

1S0
17S
200
225
250
275
300

Vlith five from Eml CXJlege rnail<etl
Atterd NCAA, NFL, NBA, NHL &
get pai:l! 877-2:6-517'3

Drivers- FOOD TANKER
DRIVERS NEEDED OTR
~ availa:Jle NOW! COL-A

rraetraiirg? We ca,~- Must
be 23. (888)632-5230.
www.Joi1Wlfrars.com

Trier Drivers Needed. Dass ACDL witmker end'.Jrsernent
Corrpeliti\e pa'),\ Benefils,
GuaranlEed tine off Prefer 2yrs

AIRLINES ARE HIRING -Tran for

availa:Jle. CALLAviaoon lnsti1ue
of Maintenime (866)314-3769

Clri\esCDL-A divers. ~

100
125

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-TRlle C
Help Wanted: Full-T111e C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes ·
B
ForRentApartments
B
Roommates
A
·A
Sublease
B
For Sale: Homes

lfi!m SERVICES

100

expenence, ro i:xcten! Need

CLASSIFICATIONS

Check OIK our Classlffeds,
on6ne and in print!
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

Start Your Career

in Accounting

University of Central
Florida Area
Ask about our UCF Discounted Rates!

••
•••

•
11651 University Boukvard •
•
407-513-9000
•
••
ResidencelnnUCF.com
••
••
•••

12000 Collegiate Way
401-277-7676

I
I

I

I

I

CourtyardUCF.com

Northeastern's MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting maiors:

I

1

99 Fully Equipped Suites

I

••
•••
I

•Complimenta~ FullBreaKfast Buffet !
•
••
•
•
• ,Complimentary Social Hour ••
•
•'I
M
·rrl 6rnpm •7:30pm
•
•••
•
••
•••
••
•• •Daily Housekeeping Service •••
•;
••
I

• Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
• Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading
accounting firm.
• Proven track record of 100% job placement.

I

I

I
I

I

I
I

Take the first step.
Visit us at NU in Dodge Hall, Rm. 130 for the following event:
Career in Accounting Day
Date 1: September 25, 2010 from 11:00am - 1:00pm
Date 2: October 23, 2010 from 11:00am - 1:00pm

!•OutdoorPootJacuzzi &Sportscourt !•
I

•
•
• ,High Speed InternetAccess
•I
•
I
I
I
I

I

9:1

Become our Fon on Facebook.

_ . . facebook.com/northeasternuniversitymsamba
617-373-3244
gspa@neu.edu

Northeastern University
College of Business
Administration

•

•
•
•

·-

l

•••
••
•••
••
•
I

11801 High Tech Avenue
407-243-6100
TownePlaceSuitesUCF.com.
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The following organizations will be featured at the Fall 201 OCareer Expo:

Abercrombie & Fitch

www.abercrombie.com

Aerotek

www.aerotek.com

&=.

Air Force Civilian Science
..eermg

www.a 'Ctvtltancareers.com

Archer Western
Contractors, Ltd.

www.walshgroup.com

Auto-Owners

www.auto-owners.com

Bank of America
Menill Lynch
www.bankofamerica.com

Becker Professional
Education

Buckle

Belk J.)epartment Stores

C.H. Robinson
Worldwide, Inc

Berman Ho kins Wright &
LaHam,
LLP

Carpenter Co.

Fenruson,
a Wolseley Company

www.buckle.com

www.becker.com
www.belk.com

www.ferguson.com

Financial Management
Career Program

www.chrobinson.com

cPX:,
www.bermanhopkins.com

www.navyfmip.com

Firestone Complete Auto

www.carpenter.com

Central
Intelligence Agency

Bibb County Board
of Education

www.cia.gov

Biomet Orthopaedics, Inc.

www.chase.com

www.bibb.kl2.ga.us

BB&T Leadership Devel- · Buckeye International, Inc.
opn,ent Program (LDP)
www.buckeyeinternational.com
www.bbt.com

Frito-Lay, Inc.
www.fritolay.com

Circle K Stores Inc.
www.circlek.com

Gables Residential
Services Inc.

Co .
Au'Fo~otive Group

www.gables.com

www.coggmauto.com

GEICO

www.geico.com

Community

Solutions, Inc.
www.csi-online.org

General~cs

Consolidated Electrical
Distributors, Inc.

C4Svstems

Consortium for Enterprise Systems Management

Granite Construction
Comp~y
.

www.cedcareers.com

www.gocesm.com

Crowe Horwath, LLC

www.croweborwath.com

www.generaldyiiamics.com
www.gilc4s.com

www.grantteconstruction.com

Hancock Bank

www.hancockbank.com

Hanis Corporation

Cubic Simulation
Systems Division

www.harris.com

www.cubic.com

Hertz

www.hertz.com

Davita Inc.

www.davita.com

Defense Contract
Management Agency
(DCMA)

www.dcma.mil

Hilton Grand Vacations
Club
www.hiltongrandvacations.com

IFREC Real Estate
Schools
www.ifrec.com

DeKalb County School
System

Infusion Development

Deloitte & Touche -

lnsig}Jt Global, Inc. '·

Deuartment
of Army Civilians

JPhrorlando@gmatl.com

Deutsche Bank

www.kaplan.com

www.pats.dekalb.kl2.ga.us
www.deloitte.com

www.cpol.army.mil

.,

Florida Virtual School

www.fourseasons.com

www.chep.com

www.blindstogo.com

.

Four Seasons
Resort Palm Beach

CHEP

Blinds To Go ,

~

www.firestone;com
www.flvs.com

Chase

www.biomet.com/ortliopedics/

Care

www.infusi.on.com

www.insightglobal.net

Jl)S Hol~, LLC
KaP.lan University

www.db.com

Kohl's Department
Stores

Disney Worldwide
Services, Inc.

www.kohls.com

Draper Laboratory

www.kpmg.com

www.disney.go.com

·

www.draper.com

Ericsson

www.ericsson.com

Ernst & Young LLP
www.ey.com

Fastenal Company
www.fastenal.com

KPMG,ILP

KraftFoods

· www.kraftfoodscompany.coms

L-3 Insight Technology
Incorwrated

www.instghttechnology.com

Ltoeyty Mutual Group
www.libertymutual.com

W EBSTER UNIV ERS ITY 'S M . B.A .
'

THE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
An M.B.A. from Webster University gives you the knowledge to do the job; it's
tailored for the real world. That goes for the classes, too, with evening and online classes for adults which are the right size for learning, and the perfect place
for networking. So contact us today.... better yet, visit our open house!

•
•

•
•

Webster
UNIVERSITY

North Orlando
Sanlando Center
2180 W S.R. 434, Suite 5100
Longwood, FL 32779
407-869-8111

South Orlando
W estwood Corporate Center
6750 Forum Drive, Suite 300
Orlando, FL 3282 1
407-345- 11 39

1-888-302-8111 • orlando@webster.edu • www.websterorlando.com

A

--

ACBSP
..,__,.

,._....-

-·- -··
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··-- - -,_,--,----------------~-------------------------
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The following organizations will be featured at the Fall 2010 Career Expo:

Lockheed Martin
Co~ration

Northwestern Mutual
Financial Network

www. ckheedmartin.com

www.northwesternmutual.com

Rasmussen, Inc.

Marcumrachlin

Office of Financial
Re~tion

wwwJlofr.gov

Raymond~es
Financial
·ces

Pa~Corp
of=ca
www.pac ·ngcotp.com

Rehrig Pacific
Com~y
www.re · acific.com

Peace Corps

www.peacecotps.gov

RS&H

PediaVtSion Holdings,
LLC

'Ryder System, Inc.

www.marcumrachlin.com

Mattress Firm·
www,mattressfirm.com

Maxim Healthcare
Services
www.maximhealthcare.com

McGladrey

www.mcgladrey.com

Merion Realty Management,LLC

www.rasmussen.edu

www.raymondjames.com

www.rsandh.com

www.pediavision.com

www.merionrm.net

www.ryder.com

Sage

Pepsi~

www.sage.com

www.pepst.com

The PNC Financial
Services Group
www.pnc.com

The Steak n Shake ,
ComJ!anl
www.s akns ake.com
Tires Plus Total Car Care
www.tiresplus.com

Travelers

www.travelers.com

Trussway

www.trossway.com

U.S. Customs and
Border Protection
www.dhs.gov

Pernod Ricard USA

Sherwin-Wdliams
www.sherwin.com

U.S. Marine Corps
Officer Pro~

PetSmart

www.petsmart.com

Siemens Corp.,Global
Shared Services NA

U.S.Na~
Officer ograms

www.mslcpa.com

www.picerne.com

Skanska USA Building

National Security Agency

Pink Sneakers

Productions

Southern Company

Piper Aircraft

T-Cellular, Inc.

MetLife

www.metlife.com

www.pernod-ricard-usa.com

MIC~OS Systems, Inc.
www.mtcros.com

Moore Stephens Lovelace,
P.A.
Picerne Management
www.nsa.gov

Nebraska Book Company
www.nebook.com

Neff Rental, Inc.
www.nejfrental.com

NexTech Systems Inc.
www.nextech.com

Niamu,t Bottling, LLC
www.niagarawater.com

NorthroR Grumman
Corpora ·on
www.northropgrumman.com

www.southernco.com
www.t-cellular.com

www.pt.per.com

www.navsea.navy.mil/nswc

POWER Engineers, Inc.
.

www.siemens.com

www.skanska.com

www.pinksneakers.c(}tn

NAVAIR Naval Surface
Warfare Center Panama
City Division

.

www.prudential.com

www.powereng.com

Pricewaterhouse
www.pwc.com

· T.·Rowe Price
www.troweprice.com

~tStores

www rget.com

~terns

www.tekiystems.com

~~omsLLP

www.marines.usmc.mil

www.navy.mil

United States~ Enforcement Administration
www.usdoj.gov

Universal
Technical Institute
www.uticotp.com

USArmy

www.army.mil

Vestal & Wiler, CPAs
www.vestal-wilder.com

Walt Disney
World- Epcot Science
www.disney.go.com

/

· . Progessfye Insurance
www.

,gressive.com

·Protiviti

The Brickman Group
www.brickmangroup.com

The Douglas Company

www.protiviti.com

www.douglas-orlando.com

Prudential

The ~tal CQmpany
www.krysta o.com

Warner Robins
Air Lofi8tics Center
www.af.mt

Wells~ Financial
www.wellsfargo.com
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